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Overview 
 
Hurricane WILLA was a violent Category-3 hurricane that struck the Sinaloa coast of Mexico on 23 
October 2018. 
 
The author was in Palmito del Verde (22.6582N 105.7742W)—very close to the landfall point—to 
collect data and document this event. Prior to landfall, the author also deployed data sensors at two 
other coastal locations in the path of the hurricane’s core—Isla del Bosque and just N of Teacapan. 
 
Key observations from the primary chase location, Palmito del Verde: 
 

• Eye Passage. The eye passed over this location, bringing a distinct lull that lasted a half 
hour—from ~7:15 to ~7:44 pm. 

 

• Minimum Pressure. The lowest pressure, measured in the eye, was 968.0 mb at 7:29 pm 
MDT (0129Z 24 Oct). 

 
Key conclusions from the data and observations collected from all three locations: 
 

• Landfall. Air-pressure data indicate landfall occurred near Palmito del Verde at ~7:20 pm 
MDT (0120Z 24 Oct). 

 

• Eye Size. Interviews with eyewitnesses (after the storm) indicate the calm extended from near 
Isla del Bosque to near Teacapan, suggesting an eye diameter of ~12 n mi. 

 

• Damage. Wind damage in the direct-hit zone was extensive. 
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Locations 
 
The author documented the passage of Hurricane WILLA’s core from three locations. 
 

Location A: Chase Location 
 
The author observed the passage of the hurricane (and collected data) at Palmito del Verde, Sinaloa, 
Mexico, at 22.6582N 105.7742W. This location is the garage of a private residence at the W end of 
town, on the main road that goes through the town (Principal). The author drove into the core of the 
hurricane to get to this location, arriving at about 6 pm MDT. 
 
As per NHC advisory positions, this was very close to the cyclone’s track—only 2-3 n mi S of WILLA’s 
center (at its point of closest approach). This location experienced the eye. The author arrived there 
while the core of the cyclone was already striking, staying put until after the cyclone had passed. 
 

Locations B & C: Sensor Locations 
 
Prior to landfall, the author deployed data sensors at two additional locations—both in the path of 
WILLA’s core: 
 

• Location B: Isla del Bosque (22.7248N 105.8475W): This location is a hotel on the main 
highway going through Isla del Bosque. This location was in the inner left eyewall, NW of the 
center. It did not experience a true calm. 

 

• Location C: Just N of Teacapan (22.5467N 105.7416W): This location is a hotel on the 
outskirts of Teacapan, just N of the town limits. This location was in the inner right eyewall, SE 
of the center. It did not experience a true calm. 

 
The Chase Map shows Location A (black star) and Locations B and C (black markers) in relation to 
WILLA’s center (red points), as per NHC advisory positions. (Chase Map (Detailed) is a closer view.) 
 

Figure 1: Chase Map 
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Figure 2: Chase Map (Detailed) 
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Observations & Chronology 
 
The author rode out the hurricane at Location A (Palmito del Verde), where he made detailed 
observations. Observations from Location B (Isla del Bosque) and Location C (just N of Teacapan) 
are based on eyewitness interviews conducted the following day. 
 

Location A: Palmito del Verde 
 
Following is a chronology of observed conditions in Palmito del Verde during the event—reconstructed 
from the author’s time-stamped video footage, notes, and air-pressure data. Color-coding indicates 
passage of the eyewall and calm eye, as well as the minimum air pressure. Times are approximate. 
Observations start mid-event because the author drove into the hurricane’s core to get to this location.  
 
All times are MDT: 
 

• 5:45 pm (est.). Core of hurricane arrives with powerful winds, flying debris, occasional 
lightning, and roaring sound like a train; heavy rain. 

• 6:50 pm. Continued violent conditions with destructive gusts; ears popping; heavy rain. 

• 7:00 pm (est.). Winds still powerful; but almost no rain. 

• 7:05 pm. Continued powerful winds; almost no rain. 970.6 mb. 

• 7:15 pm (est.). Suddenly calmer; some clearing. 970.1 mb. 

• 7:21 pm. Calm; noticeable clearing in night sky; howling in distance. 970.0 mb. 

• 7:29 pm. Calm. 968.0 mb. 

• 7:37 pm. Wind reversing, increasing slightly (10-15 kt). 970.8 mb. 

• 7:43 pm. Getting windy again. 971.7 mb. 

• 7:44 pm. Winds rapidly increasing; rain. 972.9 mb. 

• 7:48 pm. Winds roaring again, flying debris; rain. 975.4 mb. 

• 7:52 pm. Roaring winds, flying debris; rain heavier. 979.3 mb. 

• 7:59 pm. Continued powerful winds, shifting direction; heavy rain. 984.8 mb. 

• 8:05 pm (est.). Winds still powerful, but lessening; rain not as heavy. 988.5 mb. 

• 8:15 pm. Winds still strong; heavy rain again. 992.7 mb. 

• 8:39 pm. Winds dying down (to gale force). 1000.0 mb. 

• 8:48 pm. Storm fading: gusty winds, rain. 1002.1 mb. 

• 9:13 pm. Storm has passed: breezy; drizzle; low howl in distance. 1004.5 mb. 
 
Key points: 
 

• The eye passed over this location, bringing a half-hour calm—from ~7:15 pm to ~7:44 pm 
MDT. 

 

• The minimum air pressure, 968.0 mb, occurred at 7:29 pm MDT (in the eye). 
 

• The eye was sharply defined. Winds increased with great suddenness as the eye passed and 
the back eyewall arrived. 

 

• The cyclone’s core was violent—much more so than the author expected—with explosive 
gusts, occasional lightning, and a roaring sound like a train. 

 

• The cyclone’s core was symmetric, with distinct periods of destructive winds and heavy rain 
both preceding and following the eye. 

 

• The cyclone didn’t last long. The core (including the eye) only took about 2 hours 20 
minutes to pass—from ~5:45 pm to ~8:05 pm MDT. 

 
See more below, under Air Pressure Data, Re: instrument calibration and data collection. 
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Location B: Isla del Bosque 
 
Before the arrival of the hurricane, the author deployed a data sensor at this location, a hotel on the 
main highway going through Isla del Bosque. The device recorded a minimum pressure of 970.4 mb 
at 7:24 pm MDT. 
 
Eyewitnesses reported there was never a distinct calm during the hurricane—however, at one point the 
wind dramatically lessened for a few minutes as it changed direction. This suggests the NW edge of 
the eye passed very near the town. 
 
Wind damage to the hotel was extensive, with whole windows (frames and all) blown out and large 
debris strewn across the property. 
 

Location C: Just N of Teacapan 
 
The author also deployed a data sensor at this location, a hotel on the outskirts of Teacapan, just N of 
the town limits. The device recorded a minimum pressure of 976.9 mb at 7:19 pm MDT. 
 
An eyewitness at this location reported the wind lessened for a while during the hurricane, without 
totally calming. A second eyewitness in Teacapan, approx. 0.5 mi to the S, said there was no calming at 
all. These reports suggest the SE edge of the eye passed near (or a hair N of) Teacapan. 
 
Teacapan had mostly moderate wind and storm-surge damage.
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Air Pressure Data 

 
Th author collected quality-controlled air-pressure data at three locations using Kestrel 4500s. 
 

• Location A: Palmito del Verde. This device was deployed on the floor of the garage of a 
private residence. Unfortunately, the author didn’t deploy the device immediately upon arrival at 
this location—therefore, the pressure trace starts deep in the hurricane’s core. 
 

• Location B: Isla del Bosque. This device was deployed on the bathroom counter of a second-
story hotel room. 

 

• Location C: Just N of Teacapan. This device was deployed on a counter in a second-story 
hotel room. 

 
The sampling rate for all instruments was one reading every 30 seconds (2/min). 
 

Calibration 
 
For each device: 
 

• Location A: Palmito del Verde. The author used a reference altitude of 10 ft, which was his 
on-the-spot estimate of this location’s elevation. (The device was on the floor, at ground level, 
so the reference altitude was the same as the estimated elevation.) Afterward, geographer 
James Hyde estimated the elevation at this location to be 10-13 ft, meaning the author’s in-situ 
estimate may have been ~2 ft low. Such a disparity would impact the pressure by <0.1 mb—
below the accuracy threshold of the device and therefore not significant. 

 

• Location B: Isla del Bosque. James Hyde estimated the elevation at this location to be 10 ft—
therefore, the reference altitude was 10 ft plus additional height to account for the device being 
on a countertop on the second floor. 

 

• Location C: Just N of Teacapan. This location is close to the beach, so the author walked 
from the beach to the location using a Kestrel 4500 as a pressure altimeter. This method 
yielded an estimated location elevation of 3 ft—therefore, the reference altitude was 3 ft plus 
additional height to account for the device being on a countertop on the second floor. 

 

Minimums 
 
As follows: 
 

• Location A (Palmito del Verde):  968.0 mb at 7:29 pm MDT 
 

• Location B (Isla del Bosque):  970.4 mb at 7:24 pm MDT 

 
o This location had a sharp, pronounced secondary minimum of 972.4 mb at 7:42 

pm. The author has no explanation for this, but suspects it was caused by an eye 
wobble, or perhaps an inner eyewall mesovortex or other localized disturbance—an 
explanation that makes sense given the extensive wind damage at this location. (See 
Figure 4 for a visualization of this secondary dip.) 

 
• Location C (just N of Teacapan): 976.9 mb at 7:19 pm MDT 

 
The complete data are graphed in Figures 3, 4, and 5 below. 
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Pinpointing Landfall 
 
These data (and observations) give a solid idea of WILLA’s landfall location and timing: 
 

• Location. Landfall was near Palmito del Verde. 
 

o Reasoning: Location A had lower pressure than Locations B and C, and it was the 
only location that went through the eye. 

 

• Timing. Landfall was at ~7:20 pm MDT (0120Z 24 Oct). 
 

o Reasoning: The minimum pressure at Location A occurred at 7:29 pm. Location A is 
~2.35 n mi inland and the hurricane was moving NE at 15 kt. Therefore, the center 
likely crossed the coast ~9 minutes before reaching Location A—at ~7:20 pm. 

 
 

Figure 3: Barogram—Location A 
 
Minimum pressure of 968.0 mb occurred at 7:29 pm MDT, as eye passed over Palmito del Verde. 
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Figure 4: Barogram—Location B 
 
Minimum pressure at this location was 970.4 mb at 7:24 pm MDT—however, there was another 
sharp dip later on, yielding secondary minimum of 972.4 mb at 7:42 pm. 
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Figure 5: Barogram—Location C 
 
Minimum pressure at this location was 976.9 mb at 7:19 pm MDT—considerably higher than 
minimum values at other two locations. 
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Summary (Infographic) 

 

This infographic summarizes the data and observations collected on this chase. 
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Damage 
 
Wind damage along the stretch of Sinaloa from Isla del Bosque to Teacapan was extensive. Many large 
utility poles and trees were downed. Numerous buildings had broken windows or roof damage, and 
there were instances of wall failures. The highway and surrounding fields were littered with wreckage 
and debris. 
 
Teacapan—a seaside town to the right of the landfall point—experienced a significant storm surge 
driven by onshore flow. It destroyed the town’s seawall and penetrated several blocks inland, inundating 
the ground floor of many homes and businesses. This having been said, the storm surge did not bring 
the catastrophic impact that had been feared. 
 
 

 
 
WILLA’s storm surge destroyed large swaths of Teacapan’s seawall, leaving the seaside town 
exposed to future surges. 
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WILLA’s storm surge destroyed much of Teacapan’s seawall, hurling the pieces across the 
pedestrian promenade and street. 

 
 

Questions or Feedback? 
 
Get in touch: 
 
Josh Morgerman 
 
josh.morgerman@symblaze.com 
info@icyclone.com 
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